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pansion with He. From the experiment with Ar carrier under 

the exactly same conditions, it has been found that Ar is 

less efficient in rotational cooling precess which confirms 

the previous result.3 The mechanism of the rotational cooling 

with different carrier gases will be discussed in the subse

quent paper.

Conclusions

The present work has demonstrated that using a FT-spect- 

rometer coupled with a technique of supersonic expansion 

is a very useful m아hod for obtaining a high res이ution spec

tra of unstable molecules. The emission spectrum of CN ra

dical obtained by this method exhibits good resolution as 

well as very accurate frequencies up to the transitions of 

high J. Also, the least squares fitting of the observed freque

ncies has provided accurate molecular parameters which are 

in good agreement with the previous ones.
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The CN(B2S+) radical was produced in a jet using an electric de discharge of the precursor CH3CN with inert carrier 

gases. The rotationally resolved Fourier transform emission spectra of the 0-0 band of the transition

of CN have exhibited different distribution of the intensity for the carrier gases He and Ar, respectively. From the 

analysis of intensity distribution in the spectra, the mechanism for rotational cooling process of CN radical in a superso

nic expansion has been suggested.

Introduction

The supersonic free jet expansion has become an impor

tant technique in spectroscopy since the first introduction 

by Smalley et al.1 It has made possible with free jet not 

only to obtain rotationally resolved spectra of large molecules 

at low temperature but also to study molecular clusters for

med from the stable molecules.2 Among many unstable mole
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cules examined in the laboratory, CN radical has received 

much attention due to not only its abundance in a wide 

variety of extraterrestrial sources but also its strong fluores

cence. The first analysis of the rotational structure of the

£+ band was carried out by Kratzer3 and by Jevons.4 

Douglas and Routly5, and Huber and Herzberg6 have given 

a detailed review of the literature on this molecule.

In molecular spectroscopy, one of the most frequently used 

instruments is a Fourier transform(FT) spectrometer. Its ad

vantages over the lasers are continuous tunability as well 

as accurate measurement of intensity of the transition peaks. 

Thus, most experiments on the transition intensity have been 

performed by using a FT-spectrometer under a precise con

dition of temperature and pressure.

Since 1970's, a FT spectrometer has been rapidly develo

ped with advances in computation time and technique impro

ving the signal to noise ratio of the spectra. Recently, it 

has become possible to obtain high resolution emission spec

tra of unstable molecules with a FT spectrometer in the 

UV/VIS region.7^9 From the analysis of intensity distribution 

of the FT emission spectra, the mechanism of the cooling 

process of the unstable molecules in a jet has been sugges

ted. Similar works were also carried out on OH radical gene

rated by a corona discharge.10 Very recently, Feher et 기.” 

have used a diode laser kinetic spectroscopy to explain the 

mechanism of formation and decomposition of CN radical 

produced during a discharge pulse.

Thus, in this work, the FT emission spectroscopy coupled 

with a technique of supersonic expansion has been used to 

explain the mechanism of cooling process of CN radical in 

a jet. For this purpose, the effect of both carrier gases and 

concentration of the precursor, for the first time, has been 

measured from the spectra observed.

Experimental detail

The observation of CN emission spectra has been carried 

out using the experimental setup similar to those previously 

described.12-14 The CN radical was generated by an electric 

de discharge between the anode fixed inside the nozzle and 

the pump which acts as the cathode. The anode was made 

of stainless steel rod with a 2.0 mm diameter sharpened 

at the tip and inserted into the capillary through O-ring. 

The anode was connected a 3000 volts of de power supply. 

The typical operating condition was 4-5 mA current. The 

discharge was stabilized using a 500 kQ of current limiting 

ballast resistor. Since the tip was very sharp, small portion 

of the rod was through the orifice. Thus, CN radical was 

actually produced outside the nozzle. For the optimum dis

charge condition, the length of the tip outside the nozzle 

has been adjusted by a method of trial and error.

The precursor CH3CN was expanded with an inert gas, 

He or Ar through a 0.2 mm diameter of quartz nozzle into 

the vacuum chamber which was made of a six-way cross 

Pyrex glass tube of 5.0 cm in diameter. In the case of nozzle 

with small pinhole, the discharge was quickly deteriorated 

with blocking the hole, while the rotational temperature was 

largely increased for large pinhole of nozzle. Of the several 

nozzles tested, 0.2 mm diameter of orifice with fairly round 

shape has worked well.

The concentration of CH3CN in the gas mixture was cont-

Expansion with He

Figure 1. A portion of FT emission spectra of the 0-0 band 

of the B2S+—-transition of CN radical generated in a 

supersonic expansion with He. The upper and lower parts were 

obtained at a limiting low and high concentration of CH3CN, 

respectively. The numbers in the intensity are referenced to 

upper part. The lower part is shifted downward for easy compa

rison.

rolled by adjusting opening of the bypass valve connected 

to the sample chamber during the experiment. For the expe

riment of high concentration of sample, the vapor pressure 

of CH3CN at room temperature was fed to the gas mixture. 

The amount of CH3CN in the gas mixture is roughly estima

ted to be about 1.0 and 10.0% for a limiting low and high 

concentration in this experiment, respectively. The pressure 

of the gas mixture was about 2 atm inside the nozzle. The 

pressure in the vacuum chamber during operation was main

tained to lower than 1.0 Torr by using a mechanical vacuum 

pump. With this difference in pressure, a rotational temper

ature of about 65 K has been easily achieved. However, using 

the boost pump ( — 40 CFM) could lower the rotational tem

perature of the sample to 50 K.15 The emission from CN 

radical in a jet was focussed onto the external port of a 

FT spectrometer using combination of 2 concave mirrors and 

2 len용es. One (f~ 5.0 cm) of the quartz lenses has been pla

ced inside the chamber to enhance the solid angle of emis

sion. Typically, an area of the jet below the nozzle orifice 

of 2 mm in diameter was viewed by the PMT (Hamamatsu 

model 1P28) detector which was at 1000 volts de potential. 

The output of PMT was 100 times amplified by a home-made 

ac preamplifier. For the improvement of signal to noise ratio 

of the spectrum, a B370 nm cutoff optical filter has been 

employed. The signal to noise ratio of the spectra was mainly 

limited by the source noise, i.e.t the fluctuations in the dis

charge intensity.

The spectral region from 25,000 to 28,000 cm-1 was scan

ned at the resolution of 2.0 cm-1. Typically, 100 spectra have 

been averaged over 5 min to obtain the final spectra shown 

in Figures 1 and 2. The experiment has been repeated by 

varying the sample concentration as well as using different 

inert carrier gases.

Analysis and Discussion

The formation of CN radical from the precursor CH3CN 

by an electric de discharge can be proceed through two pos

sible mechanisms.16 The first process is a formation of CN
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Expansion with Ar

Figure 2. A portion of FT emission spectra of the 0-0 band 

of the B2E+—transition of CN radical generated in a 

supersonic expansion with Ar. The upper and lower parts were 

obtained at a limiting low and high concentration of CH3CN, 

respectively. The numbers in the intensity are referenced to 

upper part. The upper part is shifted upward for easy compari

son.

radical from direct decomposition of the precursor molecules 

by an electron bombardment such as.

CH3CN-^CH3+CN* (1)

The second one is a decomposition of CH3CN by a collision 

with a carrier gas as shown below.

CH3CN + M*—*CH3+CN* + M (2)

where M* denotes an inert carrier gas, He or Ar with excess 

energy.

The observation of intensity distribution in CN radical can 

be easily understood in terms of two different mechanisms 

of the formation at the electronically excited B state. From 

the measurement of the fluorescence intensity of CN radical, 

it has been found that the maximum intensity was obtained 

by adding small amount of CH3CN in a large amount of 

carrier gas. It is believed, thus, that Eq. (2) is more favorable 

process rather than Eq. (1) in producing CN radical at the 

excited electronic state from CH3CN： The similar results 

have been also reported by Engelking17 from the experiment 

using a corona discharge in a supersonic expansion.

The mechanism of the second process can be consisted 

of a series of reaction.18 First, electron from the anode colli

des with the carrier gas (Ar or He) promoting it to the meta

stable state which has enough energy to break down the 

chemical bond. Second, the metastable carrier gas loses the 

excess energy to the precursor molecule when it collides 

with. Finally the highly excited precursor molecule decompo

ses into the fragments. The whole processes can be written 

for a carrier gas, Ar as below

Ar(1S0)+^—>Ar(3P0 or 3P2) (3)

CH3CN + Ar(3P0 or 沪事一스Ar(\So)+CH3CN* (4)

CH3CN*-^CH3+CN* (5)

CH3CN*^CH3* + CN (6)

The energy levels of metastable Ar(3P0) and Ar(하&) lie at 

1172 and 11.54 eV higher from the ground state, respecti

vely.19 Producing CN(B%+)radical from CH3CN requires 

an excitation energy E28.22 eV, hence these processes are 

energetically possible via dissociative excitation of CH3CN. 

On the other hand, excitation to Penning ionization which 

subsequently leads to dissociation may not be expected to 

be significant because 난｝e energy level of CH3CN+ is 12 

eV higher than the stable molecules.7 In the decomposition 

of CH3CN*, Eq. (5) generates the nascent CN radical which 

may be extrem이y hot with large amount of rotational energy 

as well as vibration시 energy, while Eq. (6) produces relati

vely cold CN radical and hot CH3 radical. From 산le examina

tion of the intensity distribution over the vibr가ional states 

at the excited electronic state of the spectra, it has been 

found that the vibrational temperature of the CN(52E+) radi

cal generated in this experiment was about 5500± 500 K 

after taking account of the Franck-Condon factors given by 

Sharp.20 Thus, the most possible process for the generation 

of CN(B2E+) radical from CH3CN* is given by Eq. (5) for

ming vibrationally hot CN radical. Also, there exists a small 

devotion from the single Boltzmann distribution in 난｝e least 

squares fitting to the spectra observed. However, this non

thermal factor may attribute to the nature of an electric de 

discharge in a supersonic expansion. Similar results have 

been found from the previous experiment.17 Rotational coo

ling process in a supersonic expansion has been discussed 

in detail for OH radical by Droege and Engelking.10 As one 

possibility, the radical formed in the nozzle throat is initially 

cooled by expansion, then excited by a low momentum trans

fer mechanism such as electron impact to electronically exci

ted, rotationally cold levels from which it radiates. Since this 

kinds of excitation spread the momentum into many parts, 

the molecular population at the excited electronic state is 

w거&y distributed over many rotational lev시s. Thus, this 

kind of process may produce a spectrum with many rotatio

nal peaks of comparable intensity. As another possibility, the 

discharge produces hot radicals in both ground and excited 

states, which subsequently relax during the expansion by 

collision. If rotational relaxation is much faster compared 

to the radiative lifetime of the radical, then rotationally cold 

spectrum could be observed. Since, however, vibrational re

laxation is usually much slower than the rotational relaxa

tion, the spectra must be consistent with a high vibrational 

temperature.

Figures 1 and 2 show the FT emission spectra of the 0- 

0 band of the B2S4->X2E+ transition of CN radical generated 

in a jet with carrier gases He and Ar, respectively. The spec

tra were obtained with exactly same experimental conditions 

except for concentration of CH3CN and carrier gas. The ba

seline of one of the spectra obtained has been shifted in 

the figures for clear comparison. Figure 1 shows the maxi

mum intensity in the rotational quantum number N=3 loca

ted at 25786.9 and 25814.4 cm-1 for P- and R- branches, 

respectively. However, in Figure 2, the quantum number 

with maximum intensity increases with decreasing concent

ration of CH3CN. The quantum number with maximum inte

nsity is 3 for a limiting high concentration while it is 5 for 

a limiting low concentration. Also, it can be easily found 

that higher concentration of CN(B2S+) radical is generated 

with He rather than with Ar from comparison of fluorescence 
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intensity.

On the other hand, it can be seen from Figure 1 that 

the intensity of fluorescence is independent of the concent

ration of CH3CN in the gas mixture. With this observation, 

we can postulate that the amount of CN(B2L+) radical gene

rated in a jet is limited by the discharge current for this 

experiment, and, thus, the amount of unreacted CH3CN in 

a jet rapidly increases with increasing concentration of the 

precursor. The formation of molecular cluster with CH3CN 

is not feasible for case of this experimental condition due 

to the low backing pressure and an electric de discharge.

It should be noted that the spectrum does not exhibit 

any sizable intensity of the bandhead located at 25743 cm-1 

unle옹s there is in a jet a Boltzmann distribution component 

with high rotational temperature (>1000 K). It is obvious, 

thus, that there are at least two kinds of rotational compone

nts, one at 55 and another one at 4500± 500 K from the 

fitting of the spectra to the Boltzmann distribution. However, 

better agreement can be obtained between the experimental 

and calculated ones, if more than two Boltzmann distribu

tions are included in the fit. Also, it is quite clear that the 

intensity of the bandhead reflects the contribution of the 

high temperature component to the whole spectrum, which 

can be more easily seen from the high resolution spectrum 

shown in Figure 1 of the preceding paper.15

For the effect of a carrier gas on rotational cooling, the 

spectra in Figure 1, obtained with He have been compared 

with those in Figure 2 taken with Ar. At a limiting high 

concentration, both spectra show almost same distribution 

of intensity over rotational quantum numbers, while at a 

limiting low concentration of CH3CNt Figure 1 exhibits diffe

rent distribution of intensity from Figure 2. The spectra in 

Figure 2 show increasing intensity of the band head with dec

reasing concentration of CH3CN. From these observations, 

it is believed that He is more efficient than Ar in rotational 

cooling when excess CH3CN does not exist in a jet. Thus, 

it can be suggested that the collision frequency play more 

important role than collision diameter in collisional relaxation 

process of CN. Similar result was also reported in the pre

vious work.7 For concentration effect which has been obser

ved for the first time, the spectra in each figure have been 

compared with each other. From Figure 1, any noticeable 

difference in intensity cannot be found with variation of CH3CN 

concentration. However, large difference of the intensity 

distribution can be observed from Figure 2 with the CH3CN 

concentration. For example, the degree of contribution of 

high temperature component to the whole spectrum decrea

ses with increasing concentration. According to the well- 

known results,21 the effectiveness of quenching fluorescence 

increases with increasing number of internal modes of mo

tion. For example, molecules with small spacings between 

the vibrational and rotational energy levels are more effec

tive than those with larger spacings. Moreover, polar mole

cules are particularly effective. Consequently, CH3CN should 

be much more effective than monatomic molecules Ar for 

quenching efficiency. Therefore, it can be reasonably sugges

ted that overall rotational temperature of the CN emission 

spectrum be determined by the collision frequency for the 

case of He arid by the effectiveness of collision with the 

excess CH3CN for the case of Ar, respectively, even though 

both spectra show the intensity distribution of same 1■아가io・ 

nal temperature.

Conclusions

The present work has explained the rotationally cooling 

process of CN radical generated in a jet by observing the 

distribution of rotational intensity of the 0-0 band of the 

B2S+—transition with sample concentration and car

rier gas for. From this experiment, it has been found that 

collision frequency is more important than collision diameter 

between He and Ar for rotational relaxation of CN(B2£+) 

radical. Also, it can been suggested that excess CH3CN in 

a jet play very important 1•시e in rotational cooling from the 

observation of concentration effect which has been applied 

for the first time.
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